
Figure 2: A complete graph with two fixed nodes
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Model Motivation and Basics

- “Smoothed Bounded-Confidence Model” motivated by the 
Hegselmann-Krause model

- SBCM takes the binary HK filter and turns it into a tunable 
transition between including and excluding an opinion. 

Figure 1: The influence of an agent at opinion 0 
(δ = 0.25) 
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• A URL for a website with more information. 
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• If possible, a URL where they can download and read your 

full report. The same as the last.
• A URL where they can download your poster. And, again, the 

same URL will do.

- What about stationary points 
without consensus?
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Fragmentation in 

(c) Turned 90°.
(a) A phase plane of the system at 
γ = 300, δ = 1.5 with stable fixed points 
marked in red

(b) The nullclines of the same system 
(unstable fixed points at the crossings)

(c) The nullclines of the 
Hegselmann-Krause version of the 
system with fixed points marked in red

Figure 5: Dynamics of two persuadable nodes
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- Model parameters are γ and δ
- The sharpness of transition is controlled by γ 
- The cutoff of the transition occurs at a squared distance of δ.

Equation 1: The dynamics of the system

- Takes place on a network of agents with opinions on [-1,1]
- Agents’ opinions move towards their neighbors’

Model Definition

- In this project, we are focused on a complete graph with two 
nodes that have fixed opinions

Figure 4: A complete graph with two 
persuadable and two fixed nodes
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Figure 3: Stationary consensus profiles classification


